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earlier we bring about Special Field Air Force 1 the shoes of the notice, believe that so many had a crush on AF1 shoes many
friends once again excited, and today, the online exposure of a clear picture of the details of this pair of shoes, the exquisite detail
accentuates. It is reported that the new shoes by Jordan Future, had to build Nike Zoom Cabos the Ben Kirschner shoe designer
personally completed, the concept of military equipment will be fully into the Air Force 1. Not only has the ultra high upper, but also has
joined the rich sense of rope belt buckle design, but the metal shoelace hole, the nylon shoelace, the special label design also
manifests its exquisite everywhere. 

in addition, along with the Duffel shoes together; Bag also uses the same theme design, also shown it has a hidden hand bag pulling
function: belt can also be removed after tied to the upper, is not very attractive? It is reported that the new Nike Special Field Air
Force 1; this month will be officially landed Nike designated shops for sale, and will not provide male code, previously rumored girls
exclusive, and the price was $185. Interested friends may be interested in the follow-up reports we have brought you. 

Topo Designs brand bags from the United States is committed to the production of different products of the backpack, overwhelmed
together climbing boots brand Danner launched a new project by this time, choose the expansion design with Topo Designs classic
Klettersack bag as a blueprint, but also bring a pair of special edition Ridge Boot. Choose dark brown and dark green as the main
theme, while also being waterproof, fatigue and other effects. It is reported that the series will soon be landing Topo Designs online
shop, interested friends may wish to pay more attention to. 
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